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Abstract: The  intensive  development  of  micro-/nanotechnologies  offers  a  new  route  to  construct  sophisticated  architectures
of  emerging  soft  electronics.  Among  the  many  classes  of  stretchable  materials,  micro-/nanostructured  poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS)  has  emerged as  a  vital  building block based on its  merits  of  flexibility,  stretchability,  simple  processing,  and,  more im-
portantly, high degrees of freedom of incorporation with other functional materials,  including metals and semiconductors. The
artificially  designed  geometries  play  important  roles  in  achieving  the  desired  mechanical  and  electrical  performances  of
devices  and thus  show great  potential  for  applications  in  the  fields  of  stretchable  displays,  sensors  and actuators  as  well  as  in
health-monitoring device platforms. Meanwhile, novel lithographic methods to produce stretchable platforms with superb reliab-
ility  have  recently  attracted  research  interest.  The  aim  of  this  review  is  to  comprehensively  summarize  the  progress  regarding
micro-/nanostructured PDMS and their promising soft electronic applications. This review is concluded with a brief outlook and
further research directions.
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1.  Introduction

≫ 

As  micro-  and  nanoelectromechanical  system  (MEMS/
NEMS)  technologies  have  been  rapidly  developed,  soft  elec-
tronics are opening new a paradigm in human-machine inter-
faces[1−7]. Emerging soft electronics necessarily involve stretch-
able  conductors  interconnected  with  various  types  of
sensors[8, 9],  actuators[10, 11] and  many  other  optoelectronic
devices[12−14] and  can  be  exploited  for  a  variety  of  practical
purposes  such  as  health  monitoring[15, 16],  clinical  applica-
tions[17, 18],  and  wearable  communication  devices[19−22]

through flexible/stretchable forms of electronics (Fig. 1). In all
instances,  their  electrodes  must  meet  two  major  prerequis-
ites to realize levels of flexibility and stretchability.  One is  the
compatibility of substrates with established conducting path-
ways  comprised  of  inorganic  materials  under  large  strains
( %),  and  the  other  is  full-recovery  to  their  initial  states
without  performance  degradation  after  releasing  the  applied
strain[1, 23]. Thus, it is easy to understand that fundamental ap-
proaches  based  on  material  designs  for  stretchable  elec-
trodes  not  only  determine  the  mechanical  and  electrical  per-
formances of the resulting soft electronic devices but also of-
fer  many  advantageous  features  in  terms  of  system  designs,
user interfaces, and unique functionalities beyond their inher-

ent characteristics.
To date, there have been many efforts to achieve stretch-

able  electrodes  by  constructing  conductive  percolation  net-
works on/in elastomeric films[15−18, 21, 23−27]. Representative ex-
amples  of  stretchable  electrodes  have  been  created  to  be
intimately  integrated  with  compliant  substrates  through
accommodating  the  applied  strain  (ε)  induced  on  patterned
percolation  pathways  such  as  serpentine-shaped[28] or  coil-
like  conductive  films  of  metal[29, 30],  conductive  oxides[31−33],
and  carbon-based  materials[24−26].  Despite  the  significant
technical  developments,  the  resulting  performances  are
limited  by  fundamental  mismatches  between  the  conduct-
ing  materials  and  the  substrates  and  the  intrinsically  low
stretchability of the electronic materials. To address this critic-
al  issue,  researchers  have  been  devoted  to  finding  a  break-
through  in  sophisticated  embodiments  in  terms  of  accom-
modating  the  applied  strain,  including  pre-strained  surface
wavy  shapes[34−37],  in-plane  mesh  geometries[25, 26],  and
three-dimensional  (3D)  buckling  structures[24, 38].  These
strategies  of  directly  employing  the  structures  in  the  sub-
strates have been presented to effectively dissipate the mech-
anical  fracturing  of  stretchable  electrodes  under  external
strains  including  bending,  stretching,  twisting  and  deform-
ing  into  curvilinear  shapes  while  maintaining  the  electronic
performance.

Among  the  many  classes  of  elastic  foam  materials,  silic-
on-based  organic  elastomers,  especially  polydimethylsilox-
ane  (PDMS)  have  received  intensive  research  interest  as  vital
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building  blocks[39−41].  PDMS  is  a  viscoelastic,  biocompatible,
mechanically  and  chemically  robust  elastomer  with  high
cost-effectiveness,  which  is  highly  advantageous  for  further
practical  applications[39].  In  particular,  the  intrinsic  flexible
and  hydrophobic  siloxane  chains  (Si–O–Si)  of  PDMS  provide
not  only  superb  elasticity  and  water-proof  property  but  also
high  degrees  of  freedom  in  its  moldability[42].  From  the  per-
spective  of  material  engineering,  the  feasible  processability
of  PDMS  plays  a  critical  role  in  achieving  high-performance
wearable electronic applications such as stretchable conduct-
ors[1, 8, 16, 23],  sensors  and  actuators[4, 24] and  bio-sensor  plat-
forms[15] and  in  extending  the  research  scope  to  realize  new
functions[39−41] from sophisticated embodiments. The stretch-
ability  of  the  electronic  devices,  which  is  one  of  the  primary
goals  of  current  research,  is  not  only  determined  by  the
inherent  material  properties  such  as  the  elastic  modulus,
viscoelasticity,  and  molecular  structure  but  also  significantly
enhanced  by  the  physical  structure  of  the  material[23, 24].  In
comparison  with  non-structured  materials,  structural  layouts
providing additional deformation freedom offer lower densit-
ies  and  higher  surface  areas  and  contribute  extraordinary
deformability  and  elasticity.  Structure-motivated  approaches,
for  example,  the  generation  novel  structural  designs  ranging
from  2D  planar  structures  of  periodic  lines  and  wavy  struc-

tures[43−46] to  3D  engineered  micro-/nanopillars  and  porous
networks[23, 24],  have  greatly  extended  the  stretchability
beyond  the  given  material  properties.  More  importantly,
the  introduction  of  finely  controlled  micro-/nanostructures
to  PDMS  to  achieve  tunable  material  properties  through
adjusting  the  morphology  including  the  geometry,  dimen-
sion,  and  porosity  not  only  produces  a  flexibly  deformable
platform  but  also  offers  an  optimal  scaffold  for  constructing
electrical  pathways[24].  These  properties  are  attributed  to  the
potential  to  combine  the  controlled  mechanical  properties
of the physical structure of the PDMS with the electrical prop-
erties  of  the  incorporated  functional  materials  such  as
metals[29, 30, 46],  inorganic  conductors[31−33],  and  carbon-based
materials[24−26, 47].  Despite  the  promising  capabilities  of  these
materials,  chemistry-based  fabrication  methods  generally
hinder  the  reliable  production  of  structures,  resulting  from
the  required  complicated  processes  and  technical  con-
straints  on  the  precise  adjustment  of  the  morphologies.
On  the  other  hand,  it  has  recently  been  reported  that  this
issue  can  be  overcome  by  means  of  soft  lithographic  tech-
niques[1, 4].  The  well-known  route  is  to  utilize  patterning,
molding  and  imprinting  techniques  that  can  finely  adjust
the  geometric  parameters  of  the  structured  PDMS  via
MEMS/NEMS  technologies[48].  Additionally,  with  advances  in
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Fig. 1. (Color online) An overview figure of the lithographic fabrication techniques and their applications. Strain sensor image, optoelectronics
image, and brain/neural probe image: Reprinted from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2019 The Royal Society of Chemistry. Smart window image: Reprinted
from Ref. [146]. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group. Microfluidics image: Reprinted from Ref. [147]. Copyright 2019 The Royal Society of
Chemistry. Stretchable conductor image: Reprinted from Ref. [23]. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.
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well-developed  wafer-based  systems,  the  reproducibility  and
scalability  has  been  greatly  improved,  and  state-of-art  litho-
graphic technologies offer new design opportunities to devel-
op  structures[37].  Considering  their  remarkable  contribution
to  the  improvement  of  the  overall  performances  of  stretch-
able  electronics  and  accelerating  the  growth  of  research  in-
terest,  a  critical  review  that  summarizes  recent  progresses  in
fabrication methods of structured PDMS with various architec-
tures  and  the  associated  promising  applications  can  trigger
further research interest.

In this review, we aim to provide an overview of the com-
prehensive lithographic technologies used to produce micro-/
nanostructured PDMS, as well  as  their  soft  electronic applica-
tions  such  as  in  stretchable  displays,  sensors,  and  bio-sensor
platforms and showcase intriguing demonstrations of structur-
al  effects.  This review begins with a brief  introduction to rep-
resentative  fabricating  strategies  for  structured  PDMS,  and  a
discussion  of  their  advantages  and  drawbacks  follows.  After-
wards,  the  roles  of  structured  PDMS  in  various  applications
are considered, and finally,  this review is concluded with per-
sonal  intuition  towards  existing  technical  challenges  and  a
forecast of further research directions.

2.  Fabrication methods of micro-/nanostructured
PDMS

2.1.  Photolithography with PDMS etching procedures

The demand for PDMS as the structural material in MEMS/
NEMS technologies has explosively increased due to its excel-
lent  structural  resolution  and  accuracy  of  less  than  10  nm[49].
While  this  material  has  the  advantage  of  being  applicable  in
most processing technologies, PDMS has been found to be in-
compatible  with  conventional  lithographic  techniques  be-
cause  of  its  low  surface  energy,  which  results  in  poor  cover-
age of  photoresists  on the PDMS surface and adhesion prob-
lem[50, 51].  At  the  initial  research  stage,  Ryu et  al.  reported  a
simple  route  to  pattern  PDMS  into  a  2D  structure  through
physically  removing  the  excessive  PDMS  prepolymer  from
the pre-structured mold at the micron scale with a traversing
blade[50].  This  mechanical  etching  process  generally  suffers
from  limited  resolution  of  patterns  and,  more  importantly,
poor  uniformity  and tapered edge profiles  resulting from the
uncontrolled  interfaces  between  the  mold  and  PDMS.  These
issues  originating  from  the  intrinsically  hydrophobic  surface
can  be  overcome  by  simple  treatment  of  the  PDMS  surface
with O2 plasma or ozone[24, 52, 53]. This surface modification cre-
ates  a  relatively  hydrophilic  surface  by  inducing  methyl
groups on the PDMS surface and spontaneously generating sil-
anols[54].  With  this  significant  attribute,  soft  lithography,
which  is  a  simple  yet  highly  precise  and  repeatable  method,
offers  a  rational  route to precisely  control  the morphology of
PDMS.  Chen et  al. reported  a  PDMS  surface  micromachining
technique utilizing direct photolithography followed by react-
ive-ion  etching  (RIE)[51].  The  overall  fabrication  process  is
demonstrated  in Fig.  2(a).  The  easily  implementable  surface
micromachining  technique  at  the  wafer  level  can  be  integ-
rated  with  other  conventional  microfabrication  techniques
and  is  applicable  to  produce  microstructured  PDMS  in  vari-
ous  planar  structures.  In-plane  perforations  of  PDMS  mem-
branes defined by the micromachining method are  shown in
Figs. 2(b)–2(f). The microstructured PDMS membranes are de-

signed  to  have  thicknesses  of  2  to 20  mm  with  hexagonal
and square arrays. In addition, free-standing thin PDMS beam
structures  on  Si  wafer  substrates  with  a  thickness  of  500  nm
and  a  total  beam  length  of  800 μm  have  been  fabricated.
As  shown  in Figs.  2(g)–2(j),  the  beam  widths  were  2,  10,  and
5 μm, respectively. This result indicates that wafer-level fabrica-
tion  provides  a  new  design  opportunity  for  2D  planar  PDMS
structures ranging from submicrons to tens of micrometers in
size.

2.2.  Direct patterning of PDMS

Previous  lithographic  technologies  using  PDMS  have
significantly  relied  on  additional  direct  etching  procedures
such  as  RIE  processes  and  mechanical  scrapping  with  sharp
edges.  In  spite  of  their  active  removal  processes,  it  is  difficult
to  achieve  precise  control  of  the  morphology  because  of  the
unavoidable  PDMS  residue  left  behind[51].  To  solve  this  issue,
much effort  has  been devoted to  making PDMS photosensit-
ive  and  photo-patternable[51, 54−57].  For  example,  Ward et  al.
successfully  demonstrated  a  photo-patterning  approach  by
adding  photo-initiators  such  as  benzophenone  or  2,2-dim-
ethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone  (DMAP)  into  the  PDMS
matrix[56−58].  Likewise,  the  conventional  negative-tone  pho-
toresists,  the UV-exposed regions in the PDMS,  survived after
the development steps.  Although the novel  strategy involves
one  lithographic  step  of  preparation  to  produce  structured
PDMS, the photo-initiating chemicals generally require extens-
ive  care  to  maintain  the  controlled  state  under  a  minimized
amount of oxygen existing in the PDMS, as it  serves as an in-
hibitor of photo-crosslinking during the UV exposure[59].  With
the  increasing  attention  to  this  simple  technical  approach,
Dow  Corning  and  others  released  a  series  of  commercial
products  as  photo-patternable  PDMS[60−62].  For  example,
photo-patternable  silicone  was  presented,  which  can  be  dir-
ectly patterned by following the well-known lithographic fab-
rication  steps  including  spin  casting,  soft  baking,  UV  expos-
ing,  post  baking,  developing,  rinsing  and  hard  baking.  This
material  is  advantageous  for  integration  with  well-estab-
lished  MEMS  technologies,  but  still,  some  drawbacks  such  as
high  costs  and  limited  processing  conditions  need  to  be  ad-
dressed.  Bhagat et  al.  suggested  alternatives  to  the  afore-
mentioned  techniques  by  synthesizing  a  photo-definable
PDMS  which  is  only  sensitive  to  light  below  365  nm  due  to
the  absorption  spectrum  of  benzophenone  with  peaks  at
260  nm[57].  The  authors  claimed  that  the  developed  materi-
als  are  free  from  processing  under  normal  ambient  light,
which greatly contributes to extending the environmental con-
ditions  beyond  the  conventional  yellow  room. Fig.  3(a) illus-
trates  the  photo-definable  PDMS  process  sequences,  and
Fig.  3(b) shows  two  Y-junction  microfluidic  channel  patterns
with  feature  sizes  ranging  from  100 μm  to  several  milli-
meters. Unlike the previous results from the traditional replica-
tion  of  PDMS  from  molds  or  masters,  the  results  were  dir-
ectly patterned. In addition, the pattern resolution can be im-
proved to the dozens-of-microns scale, and dual-layered struc-
tures  can  also  be  prepared  through  two-step  photolithog-
raphic steps.  As shown in Figs.  3(c) and 3(d),  finely controlled
examples  are  demonstrated  in  a  30 μm-thick  patterned  free-
standing film with a variety of feature sizes from 0.5 to 2 mm.
Despite  the  development  of  a  simpler,  cheap,  and  rapid  way
to  produce  the  microstructured  PDMS,  the  levels  of  pattern
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resolution  are  limited  to  only  the  micron  scale  due  to  the
chronic  bottleneck  of  requiring  a  certain  distance  when  the
photomask is applied in UV exposure[51].  In turn, to utilize the
novel  features  of  more  sophisticated  3D  structures  through
these fabrication methods,  the complex and time consuming
manufacturing  procedures  of  layer-by-layer  strategies  should
be followed.

2.3.  PDMS replication from a 3D template via

unconventional lithography

With the recent development of a variety of new 3D pat-
terning  technologies  through  non-traditional  methods,  the
high-level  engineering  of  elaborate  3D  architectures  and  the
fundamental  understanding  of  these  structures  through  in-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Lithographic surface micromachining of PDMS. (a) Schematic illustrations of photolithographic surface micromachining of
PDMS. (b–j) Free-standing PDMS microfiltration membranes and beam structures. (b–f) SEM images of the microstructured PDMS membrane
bonded to (e) a PDMS support structure. The membrane had a thickness of 10 μm, and it contained an array of hexagonally spaced through-
holes (with a hole diameter of 4 μm). (g–j) Free-standing PDMS beam structures on Si wafer substrates, with the beam thickness of 500 nm and a
total beam length of 800 μm. The minimum beam widths were (g) 2 μm, (h) 10 μm, and (i, j) 5 μm, respectively. (Reprinted from Ref. [51]. Copy-
right 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Fig. 3. Microstructuring technique with photopatternable PDMS. (a) Schematic illustrations of the photoPDMS process sequence. (b) SEM image
of a 400 μm-wide channel with 200 μm inlets. The image shows vertical channel walls similar to those achieved using conventional photoresists.
(c) Photograph of a 30 μm-thick patterned free-standing photoPDMS film with various feature sizes from 0.5 to 2 mm. (d) Digital image of a dual-
layered photoPDMS structure fabricated using a two-step lithography process. (Reprinted from Ref. [57]. Copyright 2007 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.)
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depth  studies  have  been  considered  as  breakthroughs  for  a
wide  range  of  existing  applications  over  the  fields  of  energy
storage devices[63, 64],  microfluidics[65−67],  photonics[67−75],  and,
especially,  electronics[15, 23, 24].  As  mentioned  in  the  introduc-
tion,  the  emphasis  here  is  on  micro-/nanostructured  PDMS,
and representatives based on lithographic fabrications are dis-
cussed  in  the  following  subsections.  A  straightforward  meth-
od  which  is  generally  utilized  for  generating  the  structured
PDMS  includes  the  use  of  various  types  of  templates  such  as
sugar cube, PS beads, Ni foam, etc[39]. In particular, one of the
critical  limitations  of  previous  approaches  is  the  feasibility  of
scale-down to the nano dimension with uniformity. In this sec-
tion,  a  powerful  technology  for  the  production  of  finely  de-
signed  3D  micro-/nanostructures  is  introduced.  The  well-
known principle  is  to  replicate  the  structures  from solid  tem-
plates,  which  is  defined  by  unconventional  3D  lithographic
technologies. This direct templating method is highly advant-
ageous  for  generating  not  only  planar  structures  but  also
more complex 3D architectures at  both the micron and nano
scales.

2.3.1.    Interference lithography
The use of multi-beam interference lithography offers a ra-

tional  design  opportunity  to  fabricate  well-established  3D
structures at the submicron scale[57, 65, 76−81]. Interference litho-
graphy  (IL)  is  one  of  the  unconventional  photolithography
techniques  which  can  directly  transfer  a  periodically  gener-
ated  3D  light  distribution  into  a  photoresist.  This  method  is
highly advantageous for  controlling structural  factors such as
the  porosity,  symmetry,  and  dimension  by  adjusting  optical
parameters  such  as  the  wavelength,  incident  angle,  intensity
and many others. In the case of using a positive-tone photores-
ist,  for  example,  regions  with  destructive  interference  form
the  structure,  and  the  other  regions  are  selectively  removed
after  the  development  procedure[23, 78].  To  utilize  the  novel
characteristics  of  3D  nanostructures  including  large  surface
areas[24, 63, 64, 71, 74, 75],  porosities[71, 74, 75],  and mass transporta-
tion abilities[63, 82, 83],  fabricated 3D nanostructures  are  gener-
ally exploited to serve as templates for transforming the poly-
meric  material  into  various  functional  materials,  such as  met-
als[23, 82, 84],  ceramics[63, 64, 66, 71, 75],  semiconducting  materials
and some organic materials[15, 23, 24, 73].  Thus, it is obvious that
the  removability  of  the  3D  template  directly  determines  the
capability  of  material  conversion.  Considering  this  governing
factor, there have been numerous efforts to transfer 3D nano-
structures to functional organic materials, especially for PDMS
due to its potential swelling issue during the template remov-
al  process  of  photolithographic  technologies[15, 23, 24, 78, 80].
The  most  commonly  used  commercial  photoresist  is  SU-8,
which  is  based  on  an  epoxy  and  generally  requires  harsh  re-
moval  processes  such  as  heat  treatment  at  up  to  500  °C  and
a  plasma  etching  step[23, 24].  From  the  point  view  of  material
conversion,  available  materials  are  significantly  limited  to
only metals and ceramics which have heat and chemical resist-
ance  and  do  not  include  organic  materials.  Recently,  Jang et
al.  reported  a  new  route  for  removing  the  3D  template  in  a
bicontinuous 3D network and conveniently replicated the to-
pological  interconnections  without  structural  degradation[78].
A  positive-tone  photoresist  (AZ5214-E,  MicroChemicals)  was
used  to  prepare  the  3D  template  through  the  IL  technique,
and after infiltration of the PDMS prepolymer into the intercon-

nected pores  of  the template,  the photoresist  was  selectively
removed  in  an  aqueous  solution  appropriate  for  removing  it
without PDMS swelling or pattern collapse. The 3 steps of the
fabrication  procedure  for  3D  elastomeric  network/air  materi-
als  are  illustrated in Fig.  4(a).  In  the  first  step,  a  3D ILT  is  pre-
pared  via  the  IL  technique.  The  porous  3D  ILT  is  completely
filled with the PDMS prepolymer with the assistance of  vacu-
um infiltration,  and the PDMS is  cured via thermal treatment.
Finally, a second flood exposure to UV light makes the 3D tem-
plate  easily  soluble  in  the  aqueous  remover.  With  the  know-
ledge that PDMS is subject to a swelling problem from nonpo-
lar organic solvents such as hexane, chloroform, acetone, and
even  ethanol,  the  development  of  a  template  removal  pro-
cess  using  a  water-based  solution  has  been  found  to  be  a
cheap  and  rapid  way  to  produce  the  periodic  3D  nanostruc-
ture of PDMS[24, 85]. As a result, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c),
theoretical  light  intensity  models  and  reconstructed  confocal
micrographs prove a reasonable correspondence of the tech-
nique with the optical calculation. Consequently, an intercon-
nected PDMS network with periodicity at the submicron scale
is successfully constructed, as shown in Fig. 4(d). From the per-
spective of  utilizing the synergetic  effects  between the struc-
tural  advantages  (which  generally  include  the  porosity,  high
surface  area,  and  functional  geometry)  and  intrinsic  features
of  PDMS  elastomers,  as  discussed  in  the  introduction,  tech-
nologies  need  to  be  developed  to  achieve  reliable  produc-
tion  with  practically  large  areas,  which  will  ensure  signific-
antly improved performances of existing applications[39].

2.3.2.    Proximity-field nanopatterning (PnP)
The  PnP  technique  is  an  advanced  3D  nanofabrication

technology  that  utilizes  high-resolution,  conformable  phase
masks  and  provides  a  powerful  route  to  produce  classes  of
3D  nanostructures[15, 23, 24, 54, 63−75, 82−84, 86−89].  With  single  ex-
posure  through  the  conformal  phase  mask  that  contains
periodic  relief  structures  with  a  comparable  feature  size  to
the  incident  wavelength,  the  diffracted  beams  generated
from  the  periodic  relief  structures  of  the  phase  mask  induce
constructive and destructive interferences and create a 3D dis-
tribution  of  intensity,  which  is  called  the  Talbot  effect.  In
brief, the PnP technique uses this intriguing optical phenomen-
on  as  an  unconventional  3D  nanopatterning  technique.  The
PnP  technique  is  advantageous  for  producing  large-area  3D
nanostructures.  These  structures  generally  serve  as  polymer-
ic  templates  for  conversing  into  various  functional  materials
such  as  metals,  oxides,  semiconductors,  and  polymers.  The
well-known methods include depositing the functional materi-
als  on  the  surface  of  the  template  or  infiltrating  into  the
pores  of  the  structure  and  removing  the  template.  In  turn,
the  capability  of  the  flexible  material  conversion with  superb
scalability  over  inch  scale  offers  one  promising  lithographic
strategy  to  generate  a  variety  of  architectures.  In  particular,
PnP  can  also  provide  highly  periodic  3D  templates  to  pro-
duce  nanostructured  PDMS  by  removing  the  3D  polymeric
templates with the mild solvents. For example, Park et al. pro-
posed a new fabrication method for producing 3D nanostruc-
tured  PDMS,  which  the  authors  refer  to  as  3D  PDMS[23].  As
shown in Fig.  5(a),  the process began with the preparation of
the  3D  template  defined  by  the  PnP  technique.  A  positive-
tone  photoresist  (AZ-9260,  Clariant)  was  used  to  provide  an
easily removable template (Fig. 5(b)).  After following the con-
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ventional  patterning  processes  using  the  positive-tone  pho-
toresist,  an  additional  AZ-9260  thin  film  placed  on  the  sub-
strate  as  sacrificial  layer  provided  a  way  to  make  the  3D
PDMS spontaneously release as a free-standing film by first be-
ing  removed  by  the  buffered  aqueous  solution  of  KOH  after
infiltration  of  the  PDMS  prepolymer,  without  any  structural
damage (Fig. 5(c)). A key advancement over previous works is
the  great  extension  of  the  pattern  thickness  of  the  resulting
3D  nanostructure  with  the  positive  resist.  Most  positive  res-
ists  possess  high  absorption  coefficients  and  are  significantly
restricted  in  achieving  levels  of  thickness  higher  than  3 μm
by  utilizing  3D  nanopatterning  techniques[23, 78].  This  issue

can be overcome by a unique optical property of DNQ-based
resists,  which  is  known  as  the  photo-bleaching  effect.  As  the
UV  light  exposure  time  increases,  the  original  chemical  sys-
tem  changes  into  indene-carboxylic  acid  photoproducts  and
becomes  an  optically  new  material  with  a  relatively  reduced
absorption.  Accordingly,  the  pattern  thicknesses  that  can  be
achieved  are  significantly  extended  from  3  to  10 μm.  The
free-standing 3D PDMS film maintains its  3D continuous por-
ous  nanonetwork  with  the  mechanical  assistance  of  the  con-
formal  backing  PDMS  layers,  as  shown  in Fig.  5(d).  On  the
basis  of  the  MEMS  photolithographic  advantages,  the  pro-
duced  coverage  is  not  limited  to  bulk  volumes  and  can  also
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Fabrication of 3D elastomeric network/air structures via interference lithography. (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrica-
tion process. (b) Theoretical light intensity model. The brown and green colors indicate the inner and outer surfaces, respectively. (c) Reconstruc-
ted confocal image showing a perspective view of the PDMS elastomeric structure. (d) SEM images of the prepared 3D PDMS network/air struc-
ture. (Reprinted from Ref. [78]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Fabrication of highly ordered, 3D nanostructured PDMS by the proximity-field nanopatterning (PnP) technique and materi-
al conversion technique. (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedures to produce 3D PDMS. (b) Top-view SEM image of the top sur-
face of the 3D polymeric template, which was fabricated with a positive-tone photoresist, after intentionally removing part of the first layer and
(c) the replicated 3D PDMS from the template. (d) Optical image of a supported 3D PDMS film and (e) a folded 3D PDMS film with line patterns
(scale bar = 1 cm) (Reprinted from Ref. [23]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.) (f) Top-view SEM image of the top surface of the 3D poly-
meric template, which was fabricated with a negative-tone photoresist and (g) the resulting 3D PDMS. (Reprinted from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society.)
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be designed as  arbitrary  shapes by performing 2-step photo-
lithography  using  a  multiple-photomask  system.  The  result-
ing 3D PDMS films with line and space patterns are shown in
Fig.  5(e).  In  turn,  the  3D  PDMS  can  be  applied  as  a  porous
elastomeric scaffold for various applications, especially stretch-
able  electrode  systems.  This  application  will  be  discussed  in
the following sections.

Recently,  Cho et  al.  reported  that  the  3D  nanostructure
defined  by  the  PnP  using  a  negative-tone  photoresist  can
also  be  an  appropriate  3D  template  for  conversion  to
PDMS[24].  In  general,  as  discussed  in  the  lithographic  tech-
nique  sections,  most  negative-tone  photoresists  are  epoxy-
based  polymers  or  off-stoichiometry  thiol-ene  (OSTE)  poly-
mers which require harsh removal steps such as high-temperat-
ure  burning above 500 °C  or  plasma etching,  along with  tox-
ic  organic  solvents[90].  However,  a  phenolic-based  negative-
tone photoresist (NR5, futurrex) has newly been employed to
fabricate  3D templates  for  producing 3D PDMS.  The NR5 can
be  easily  removed  by  a  single  drop  of  dimethyl  sulfoxide
(DMSO),  which  produces  the  lowest  swelling  ratio  of  PDMS
(similar  to  that  of  water)[91].  Following  the  PnP  steps  with  a
355  nm  laser  provides  successful  preparation  of  a  3D  tem-
plate  with a  periodicity  of  600 nm and pore diameters  of  ap-
proximately  300  nm,  which  is  the  inverse  structure  of  the  3D
nanostructure  with  the  positive-tone  photoresist  (Fig.  5(f)).
After  removing  the  template,  3D  PDMS  is  obtained  without
severe  structural  degradation,  as  shown  in Fig.  5(g).  The  de-
tailed diameter and porosity of the 3D nanostructure signific-
antly  depend on the  optical  values  of  the  photoresist  includ-
ing  the  refractive  index  and  level  of  pattern  resolution.  In
turn,  the  resulting  3D  PDMS  has  slightly  different  feature
sizes  compared  to  that  from  the  positive-tone  photoresist
AZ-9260.  The  3D  PDMS  from  NR5  has  a  periodicity  of  3.1 μm
in  the z-direction,  which  is  relatively  longer  than  that  of  the
3D  PDMS  from  AZ-9260  (with  an  approximate  periodicity  of
2.2 μm). It has been found that the development of 3D PDMS
fabrication  methods  greatly  contributes  to  not  only  improv-
ing the stretchability of soft electronics but also achieving oth-
er  functional  behaviors  by  incorporating new structural  func-
tions from other functional materials. The further research dir-
ection  of  the  PnP  method  includes  1)  scalability  beyond  the
wafer  scale,  2)  extending  the  range  of  the  designable  struc-
tures  from  periodic  structures  to  arbitrary  structures,  and  3)
realization  of  the  thick-pattern  over  50 μm  which  is  limited
by  the  intrinsic  light  absorption  of  the  photoresist.  To  im-
prove the quality of the various applications based on the 3D
PDMS, the aforementioned issues should be solved.

2.4.  3D printing technique

Additive  manufacturing,  also  known as  3D printing tech-
niques, has drawn tremendous attention due to its extraordin-
arily high freedom of producing intricate or arbitrary architec-
tures[92−99].  This  intuitive,  mold-free fabrication technique has
evolved  to  realize  new  characteristics  and  improved  proper-
ties  from  the  micron  scale  to  the  bulk  scale.  According  to
these  attributes,  many  efforts  to  3D  print  PDMS  have  re-
cently been reported[100−102].  Still,  there are some technical is-
sues  with  reliably  generating  3D-printed  PDMS  due  to  the  li-
quid  nature  of  the  PDMS  precursor,  which  has  a  low  elastic
modulus,  and  its  crosslinking  mechanism.  One  of  the  well-
known  routes  for  constructing  various  physical  structures

with  PDMS  is  to  make  the  silicone  precursor  a  non-flowable
or  thixotropic  fluid  by  incorporating  additives  that  help  the
PDMS  prepolymer  be  cured  even  under  low  temperatures,
preserving  the  geometric  accuracy  during  the  curing
step[93, 94, 99].  For  instance,  Lv et  al.  proposed  that  the  addi-
tion  of  silica  nanoparticles  into  PDMS  can  provide  improved
mechanical  strength  of  the  ink  for  PDMS  3D  printing[97].  The
hydrophobic nanosilica-filled PDMS ink ensures the construc-
tion of  target topographical  structures without structural  col-
lapse  during  3D  printing.  The  3D-printed  structure  was  also
subjected  to  a  template  removal  process  similar  to  that  de-
scribed in section 2.3.1. Duan et al. prepared 3D-printed poly-
actic acid (PLA) as a template and infiltrate the PDMS prepoly-
mer into the pores of the template[103].  The PLA skeleton was
removed  by  etching  with  dichloromethane.  Despite  the  act-
ive  designability  of  PDMS  structures,  this  is  considered  a
time-consuming  and  expensive  process.  On  the  other  hand,
Chen et  al.  fabricated a series of  functional  PDMS foams with
superb  performance  in  terms  of  viscoelasticity,  sensing  and
wetting properties, and tunability by direct ink writing[104].  As
depicted in Fig. 6(a),  the ink was first prepared from a disper-
sion of sodium chloride in the PDMS prepolymer and printed
into the target shape. After thermal curing, the solid PDMS pos-
sessed  some  salts  and  solvent  drops,  which  were  added  in
the preparation step. Salt leaching and solvent removal by im-
mersion  in  alcohol  completely  removed  the  components
trapped  in  the  PDMS  matrix  and  left  micro-scaled  pores  in
the  filamentary  struts.  The  cross-sections  of  the  filamentary
struts  were  therefore  filled  with  an  interconnected  irregular
shaped  3D  network,  with  sizes  ranging  from  30 μm  to  more
than  100 μm,  as  shown  in Fig.  6(b).  In  addition,  smaller-sized
pores  were  observed  at  the  surface.  Controlling  the  pore
sizes  according  to  2  experimental  conditions  (3D  printing  at
the  bulk  scale  and  changing  the  composition  of  the  ink  at
the  microscale)  allows  the  printing  of  trimodal  porous  ob-
jects,  as  shown  in Fig.  6(c).  Due  to  the  freedom  of  structure
design  in  3D  printing  techniques,  the  hierarchically  porous
PDMS  structure  can  also  be  printed  in  arbitrary  shapes
(Fig.  6(d)).  At  this  point,  however,  this  process  needs  intens-
ive  technical  development  to  improve  its  reliability,  versatil-
ity,  cost  issue,  and  resolution  down  to  the  nanoscale  for  fur-
ther practical applications[39].

2.5.  Pen lithography

Another  representative  example  of  direct  fabrication
method is a pen lithography. This method is based on a scan-
ning probe lithography technique, which has made use of an
array of tips that includes transparent two-dimensional pyram-
id-shaped elastomeric tips (as writing pens)[105],  metal  coated
polymer  tips[106],  and  a  conventional  atomic  force  micro-
scope  (AFM)  tip[107, 108],  to  create  large-area,  high-throughput
patterns  directly  on  a  range  of  substances  with  a  variety  of
writing inks. Depending on their types of the used tips,  these
techniques  have  different  titles.  The  dip-pen  nanolitho-
graphy (DPN) uses an AFM tip to generate patterns on the sub-
strate.  A  polymer  pen  lithography  utilizes  PDMS  tips,  rather
than  tips  mounted  on  individual  cantilevers,  to  pattern  the
inks to a surface in a direct writing manner. This technique ef-
fectively merges the feature size control capability of dip-pen
nanolithography  with  the  scalability  of  the  contact  printing
methods. Likewise, a beam pen lithography can generate arbit-
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rary  patterns  in  large-area  by  passing  approximately  400  nm
light  through  nanoscopic  apertures  at  each  tip  in  the  array.
These  techniques  can  be  readily  integrated  with  convention-
al photolithography methods[106]. More importantly, as the nan-
otechnologies  are  developed,  the  combination  of  nanoscale
tips with macroscale control of the writing pens allows to gen-
erate  finely  designed  arbitrary  pattern  in  large-area  and
provides  a  simple  but  powerful  and  cost-effective  fabrication
route[107]. With these attributes, one of the representative res-
ults  include  that  the  PDMS  can  be  chemically  patterned  by
DPN, unlike the other physically patterning techniques. For ex-
ample, Zheng, et al. proposed a versatile way to prepare topo-
graphically  flat,  but  chemically  patterned  PDMS  stamps  by
DPN[107].  The  physically  flat  but  chemically  structured  PDMS
stamp was induced by the selective ink transport on the sub-
100  nm  to  many μm  length  scale.  This  chemical  engineered
PDMS was used to generate gold arrays by further a wet etch-
ing process. Although the technique was not able to etch the
patterned  PDMS  directly,  these  technical  advances  signific-
antly  increase  the  resolution  of  conventional  microcontact
printing  techniques.  In  our  opinion,  it  indicates  that  the  pat-
tern  feature  size  of  the  surface  structured  PDMS  may  have  a
chance to be scaled down by combining this chemical pattern-
ing of the PDMS with further etching step as discussed in the
subsection  2.1.  In  addition,  chemical  patterning  of  the  sur-
face with a wide range of inks, even polar inks, may be benefi-
cial  to  the  many  researchers  who  are  interested  in  structur-
ing the PDMS with the surface chemistry engineering.

2.6.  Brief summary

The aim of this section is to provide a comprehensive over-
view  of  fabricating  methods  for  producing  micro-/nanostruc-
tured PDMS defined by representative examples of lithograph-
ic  techniques  (Fig.  7).  The characteristics  of  these recently  re-

ported  strategies  are  briefly  listed  in Table  1 in  terms  of  ma-
jor advantages as well as technical challenges.

3.  Applications

In this section, the applications of materials based on struc-
tured PDMS in soft electronics, including stretchable conduct-
ors,  sensors,  health-monitoring  systems,  mechano-respons-
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Preparation of hierarchical porous PDMS via a 3D printing technique. (a) Schematic illustration of the 3D printing of trimod-
al porous PDMS with complex architectures. (b) SEM images of the microscaled porosity inside the extruded filaments. (c) Illustration of hierarch-
ically porous printed objects. (d) Optical images of 3D-printed PDMS foam structures (an octopus, a pyramid, a half of ball, and a butterfly). (Re-
printed from Ref. [104]. Copyright 2019 Wiley.)
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ive smart windows, etc. are discussed. These promising applica-
tions  were  realized  by  utilizing  the  novel  features  of  struc-
tured  PDMS  and  its  designed  structures,  including  large  sur-
face areas, viscoelasticity, mechanical robustness, biocompati-
bility,  processability,  ease of handling and low cost.  Addition-
ally,  the  intriguing  functions  originating  from  the  controlled
structure  such  as  dry  adhesive  properties  without  the  assist-
ance of  a  wet  adhesive and high-optical  modulation through
simple mechanical deformation are explained and discussed.

3.1.  Stretchable electrodes

As  the  demand  for  flexible  electronics  has  rapidly  in-
creased, the development of electronic devices capable of op-
erating  in  a  stretched  state  rather  than  in  a  simple  bending
state  has  been  attempted[9, 23].  In  particular,  there  is  a  grow-
ing  interest  in  optoelectronic  devices  that  can  be  incorpor-
ated  into  fabrics  or  attached  to  the  skin[1].  To  date,  the  re-
search  of  such  stretchable  optoelectronic  devices  has  been
led by the John Rogers group at Northwestern University and
the  Takao  Someya  group  at  Tokyo  University.  One  of  the
most  elusive  components  in  stretchable  optoelectronic
devices  is  the  electrode  part,  which  is  mainly  composed  of
rigid  metal[23, 37].  There  are  two  main  strategies  for  achieving
stretchable  electrodes.  The  first  is  to  use  an  accordion  or
serpentine  microstructured  metal  film  on  the  PDMS  sub-
strate[34, 37, 43].  In  this  case,  although  the  high  conductivity  of
the metal can be utilized for electrical interconnection, the mi-
crostructured  metal  film  may  peel  off  from  the  substrate  un-
der high elongation. The second method is to use a soft elast-
omer composite in which a low-dimensional conductive nano-
material  (e.g.  carbon  nanotube,  Ag  nanowire,  graphene,  etc.)
is  uniformly dispersed and electrically percolated[24, 37].  In this
case,  a  stretchable  electrode  with  a  high  stretchability  of
more than 100% can be achieved, but the conductivity is signi-
ficantly  lower  than  that  of  typical  metal.  Additionally,  nano-
composite  electrodes  generally  exhibit  a  trade-off  relation-
ship between stretchability and conductivity. Recently Park et
al.  proposed  a  new  type  of  composite  electrode  system
based on 3D PDMS filled with liquid metal that can simultan-
eously  provide  high  conductivity  and  high  stretchability[23].
The  3D  PDMS,  which  was  prepared  by  sequential  processes
consisting  of  PnP  and  material  conversion,  basically  showed

an  improved  stretchability  of  more  than  60%  in  absolute
value  compared  to  that  of  unstructured  PDMS.  Thus,  3D
PDMS  can  be  utilized  as  a  super-stretchable  platform  with
porosity. Another important point is that a huge number of ar-
ranged  nanopores  inside  the  3D  PDMS  are  interconnected.
This  porous  nanonetwork  can  easily  be  filled  with  a  metal
present in a liquid state at room temperature, such as eutect-
ic gallium indium alloy (EGaIn). An embedded stretchable con-
ductor is developed by filling two 3D PDMS films with a solid
residual  layer  on  one  side  with  EGaIn  and  then  sandwiching
them (inset of Fig. 8(a)).  The liquid-phase EGaIn inside the 3D
PDMS can be freely deformed while maintaining its high con-
ductivity (~2.5 × 104 S/cm) comparable to that of  Cu,  even at
a stretching of 220% (Fig. 8(a)).  The periodic nanostructure of
3D  PDMS  effectively  deconcentrates  the  accumulated  stress
during  stretching,  enabling  excellent  mechanical  durability
(Fig.  8(b)).  By  employing  the  newly  developed,  embedded
stretchable  conductor  as  an  interconnection  layer  between
two  light-emitting  diode  (LED)  lamps,  a  super-stretchable
display  with  almost  no  brightness  degradation  under  220%
stretching has been successfully demonstrated (Figs.  8(c) and
8(d)).

3.2.  Stretchable sensors

As  wearable  smart  devices  are  rapidly  developed  to  fuel
the  revolution  of  the  life  quality  of  human  beings,  the  dem-
and for high-performance soft strain sensors is explosively in-
creasing[4, 21, 109, 110].  Promising  results  have  been  shown  in
the  fields  of  human  motion  detection[4, 21, 111, 112],  health-care
systems[4],  and  emerging  skintronics[15, 24].  Previous  material
systems  of  strain  sensors  were  based  on  metals  or  inorganic
semiconductors  and  are  still  considered  to  be  a  few  step
away  from  satisfying  the  prerequisites  of  strain  sensors,
including  the  simultaneous  achievement  of  active  deforma-
tion  and  high  sensitivity[109, 110].  To  address  this  issue,  tre-
mendous  efforts  have  been  devoted  to  investigating  novel
material  systems  for  stretchable  sensors[4, 24, 111−117].  Among
the many elastomers with high stretchability and processabil-
ity  to  which functional  fillers  can be  added,  PDMS is  the  pre-
dominant  choice  as  the  polymer  matrix,  which  is  a  crucial
factor  affecting  the  sensing  performance.  The  incorporation
of  conductive  fillers  such  as  carbon  nanotubes  (CNTs)[24],

Table 1.   Summary of the lithographic techniques to produce micro-/nanostructured PDMS.

Technique Periodicity Pore size (μm) Major advantages Technical challenges Reference

Surface micromachining
method

Random/Ordered Dozens to hundreds
Down to several
microns

●Controllable pore size and
pattern
●Flexible integration with
MEMS

●Complex fabricating
processes
●Limitation on fabricating
3D structure

[50, 51]

Direct templating via
interference lithography

Ordered Down to sub-
micron scale

●High degree of freedom to
control the parameters
●Tunable pore size and
porosity
●Good pore interconnection

●Poor reproducibility
●Small producing area

[57, 65,
76–81]

Direct replication from
template via proximity-
field nanopatterning (PnP)

Ordered Down to sub-
micron scale

●High reproducibility
●Large-area, fast production
●Tunable pore size and
porosity
●Good pore interconnection

●Relatively high cost to
install setup
●Challenges to produce
arbitrary structure

[23, 24]

3D printing technique Random/Ordered Down to sub-
micron scale

●High degree of freedom to
produce various structures
with controlledpore size and
porosity

●High cost to produce the
structure
●Slow process

[97, 104]
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graphene[112],  carbon  blacks[15] and  metal  nanowires[21]

provides  electrical  conductivity  to  the  PDMS  composite.  Ty-
pically,  a  thin film-type composite comprised of a conductive
percolation  network  on  the  surface  of  a  PDMS  film  has  been
a  simple  way  to  realize  a  stretchable  strain-sensing
system[21, 118].  However,  this  type  of  sensor  generally  lacks
stretchability  because  of  electrical  breakdown  under  large
structural  deformations.  Moreover,  in  the  case  of  an  excess-
ively  constructed  percolation  network  for  improved  stretch-
ability,  the  active  deformation  of  the  conductive  network  is
greatly  hindered,  resulting  in  poor  sensitivity  to  strain.  In
turn,  a rational  design is  needed to achieve not only sensitiv-
ity  but  also  stretchability.  As  an  alternative  approach,  re-
cently,  Cho,  et  al.  suggested  a  novel  material  system  formed
by  decorating  CNTs  along  the  surface  of  3D  nanostructured
PDMS (Fig. 9(a))[24].  As shown in Fig. 9(b), the 3D interconnec-
ted scaffold containing high-aspect ratio conductive fillers  al-
lows the creation of  a  robust  conductive  pathway,  while  also
producing  a  flexibly  deformable  percolation  network  under
tensile  strain.  The  porous  interconnected  nanonetwork  pro-
vides  appropriate  sites  for  generating  an  effective  percolati-
on network even with low concentrations of CNTs (< 1 vol%).
As  a  result,  the  fabricated  strain  sensor  shows  the  highest
gauge  factor  of  134  under  a  strain  of  40%  and  a  wide  work-
ing  range  of  160%  (Fig.  9(c)). These  performance  attributes
are  highly  effective  for  measuring  the  strain  level  of  human
motions  in  daily  life  (near  40%)  (Fig.  9(d)).  With  the  attribute
of  superb  reliability,  as  shown  in Fig.  9(e),  the  fabricated
sensors  are  able  to  record  wide  strain  ranges  of  various  hu-
man motions  including small  motions  of  phonation (Fig.  9(f))
and  large  deformations  of  bending  fingers  (Fig.  9(g)),  and

bending  wrists  (Fig.  9(h)).  In  fact,  the  sensors  are  optimally
designed  for  each  strain  measurement  level  by  controlling
the infiltration cycles of the CNTs solution to adjust the dens-
ity  of  the  percolation  network.  The  conformal  sensors  at-
tached  to  non-planar  human  skin  are  demonstrated  to  pro-
duce  real-time  transmitting  electrical  resistance  changes  as
an output signal. This collective set of results represents an im-
portant contribution from 3D nanostructured PDMS to the im-
provement of stretchable sensory performances.

3.3.  Bio-inspired architectures for biosensor platforms

There  has  been a  need for  the  development  of  wearable
sensors  to  detect  physical  movements  of  the  body  and  to
continuously  monitor  vital  signs  or  in  vivo  biomolecule
levels[119, 120].  Over  the  years,  efforts  to  continuously  monitor
cardiac  electrical  activity  through  wearable  devices  to  pre-
vent heart disease, which has the highest mortality rate, have
been  ongoing.  In  the  clinic  setting,  most  electrocardiogram
(ECG)  electrodes  consist  of  metallic  electrodes  and  conduct-
ive  gels  and  use  chemical  adhesives  to  attach  them  to  the
skin.  In  the  case  of  conventional  ECG  electrodes,  chemical-
based adhesives  cause significant  deterioration of  the adhes-
ive  ability  when  repeatedly  adhered  to  the  skin,  and  some-
times,  they lead to an irritating effect  on the skin when worn
for  a  long  period  of  time.  To  overcome  these  disadvantages,
many  wearable  adhesive  platforms  have  been  studied  using
bio-mimicking  architectures.  In  particular,  the  gecko  lizard
has  attracted  much  attention  because  the  hierarchical  micro
and  nano-hair  structure  existing  on  their  feet  shows  excel-
lent  adhesion  performance  without  any  chemical  composi-
tion  through van der  Waals  forces  formed with  adhesive  sur-
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Stretchable display applications based on the electrical robustness of the 3D stretchable conductor. (a) Electrical conductiv-
ity of the sandwich-structured stretchable conductor with strain of up to 220%. (b) Cyclic stretching and releasing of various strains. (c) Schemat-
ic illustration of LED devices on the stretchable conductors. (d) Stable LED operation under strains of up to 220%. (Reprinted from Ref. [23]. Copy-
right 2012 Nature Publishing Group.)
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faces[15, 121−123].  Studies  on  the  mimicked  adhesive  structure
of  gecko  feet  have  been  carried  out  to  improve  adhesive
strengths  through  the  use  of  various  materials  and  structural
optimization.  In  terms  of  materials,  PDMS  has  been  widely
used as substrates of  soft  electronics  because it  can precisely
replicate  the  sophisticated  micro-/nanoarchitecture  and  can
withstand extreme deformations like stretching, bending and
even twisting[122−128]. Also, PDMS has proven its biocompatibil-
ity and tunability of its mechanical properties through numer-
ous studies.  These advantages of  PDMS have been utilized in
bio-inspired skin adhesives.

In  2011,  Kwak et  al.  demonstrated  that  high-density
PDMS-based  micropillar  arrays  inspired  by  gecko  hair  can  be
an  alternative  to  the  adhesive  parts  of  ECG  electrodes[122].
The  structure  and  material  properties  of  the  micropillar  pre-
sented  in  this  paper  showed  a  maximum  skin  adhesion  of
1.3  N/cm2,  but  this  was  not  enough  to  completely  replace
existing  medical  tape  adhesives,  which  has  approximately
3  N/cm2 skin  adhesiveness.  Afterward,  composite  micropillar
arrays with different Young's  modulus values were fabricated
to  improve  the  adhesive  strength  to  the  skin[123].  First,  pillar
posts  were  formed  with  hard  PDMS  with  an  elastic  modulus
of  2.8  MPa  for  the  structural  stability  of  high-aspect  ratio  pil-
lars,  and then,  low-modulus  PDMS (~0.8  MPa)  was  coated on
the  tips  to  enhance  the  adhesive  performance  to  1.8  N/cm2.

A  series  of  studies  has  steadily  increased the adhesion to the
skin  but  has  not  solved the  dependence on metal  electrodes
and the poor adhesion problem on the surface of wet skin. In
2016,  Kim et  al.  proposed a new type of  metal-free ECG elec-
trode  by  merging  a  gecko-inspired  dry  adhesive  platform
with conductive PDMS composites[15].  As shown in Figs.  10(a)
and 10(b),  the  previously  studied  mushroom-shaped  struc-
ture was successfully fabricated with a PDMS composite of car-
bon  nanotubes  (CNTs)  and  graphene  with  the  ratio  of  9  :  1.
These  all-in-one-type  dry  adhesive  skin  patches  were  able  to
measure electrocardiograms in dry or wet conditions while ad-
hering  to  the  skin  (Fig.  10(c)).  Since  the  publication  of  the
aforementioned  paper,  several  studies  have  been  published
that  use  conductive  PDMS  composites  as  metal-free  skin  ad-
hesive  platforms  for  biosensor  applications.  A  micro-scale
structure  mimicking the  suction cup of  cephalopods  (e.g.  oc-
topi and squids) has been additionally studied to generate ad-
hesion  between  wet  surfaces  (e.g.  internal  organs)  and
PDMS-based  patches[124, 125].  The  adhesion  mechanism  of
cephalopods-inspired  structures  relies  on  the  induced  negat-
ive  pressure.  In  2018,  Chun et  al.  produced  an  octopus-in-
spired  skin  patch  consisting  of  a  PDMS  compound  mixed
with carbon black to solve the problem of losing adhesion on
wet skin[126].

The  skin  patch  with  an  octopus  suction  cup  structure
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Piezoresistive-type strain sensors based on porous PDMS. (a) Schematic illustrations of an experimental procedure to pro-
duce 3D strain sensors based on periodic porous PDMS. (b) Top-view SEM images of the SWCNT-coated porous PDMS fabricated by controlling
the infiltration cycles of SWCNT solution. (c) Relative resistance changes of the 3D strain sensor and (d) comparison of the resulting gauge factor
of recently reported CNT/elastomer-based strain sensors. (e) Cyclic property of the 3D strain sensor. (f–h) Demonstrations of the 3D strain sensor
measurement of various human motions in daily life including (f) general phonations, (g) index finger movement, and (h) wrist movement. (Re-
printed from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.)
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showed  a  high  adhesive  property  on  the  surface  of  wet  as
well as dry skin and transmitted the ECG signal stably[127]. In a
recent study,  a skin adhesive platform for ECG monitoring in-
tegrated an amphibian adhesion system with an octopus suck-
er architecture[128] (Fig. 11(a)). The adhesive patch with its sur-
face  coated  with  rGO  is  designed  to  detect  electrical  signals
(Fig.  11(b)).  This  amphibian  structure  has  a  water-drainable
property, and the octopus suction cup structure has strong ad-
hesiveness on both dry and wet surfaces, thereby ensuring ro-
bust  adhesion  to  the  skin  in  various  environments  and  high
ECG  recording  quality  (Fig.  11(c)).  In  a  nutshell,  bio-inspired
micro and nanostructures using PDMS have been used as bio-
sensing  platforms  in  many  recent  studies,  and  PDMS  com-
pounds  mixed  with  various  conductive  fillers  have  also  been
studied to overcome the dependence on metal electrodes.

3.4.  Mechano-responsive smart windows

The  highly  stretchable  PDMS  scaffold  plays  a  significant
role in optical modulation through simple mechanical deforma-
tions, which is considered to be one of the most common prac-
tices used to control light transmission comprehensively, simil-
ar to the drawing of blinds or curtains[129−140].  Likewise, in mi-
cro- and nanostructures with feature sizes on the order of the
light  wavelength,  strain-dependent  optical  modulation  offers

a promising alternative for promptly adjusting light transmis-
sion without the assistance of  external  power sources[129−139].
To  date,  mechano-responsive  materials,  including  micro-/
nanowrinkle[129, 132, 135−137, 139]; pillar arrays on elastomeric poly-
mers[131, 133, 138], especially PDMS; and particle-embedded com-
posites[130, 134],  have  been  demonstrated.  The  PDMS  struc-
tures  induce  light  scattering  at  the  interface  between  the
PDMS  matrix  and  the  air,  which  provides  a  significant  differ-
ence between the refractive indices (nPDMS = 1.4, nair = 1), and
reduce  the  optical  transmission  through  the  film.  Manipulat-
ing the film through simple mechanical deformations such as
stretching  and  bending  leads  to  spontaneous  adjustment  of
the  scattering  site,  allowing  it  to  serve  as  an  optical  switch-
ing film.  The lithographic  fabrication techniques facilitate the
rational design of the structural platform for the mechano-re-
sponsive  smart  window.  For  example,  Kim et  al.  demon-
strated a simple strategy to achieve a mechano-responsive ma-
terial  system  with  various  wrinkle  patterns  of  stripes,
labyrinths,  and  herringbones  by  controlling  the  state  of  the
bi-axial  stress  applied  to  the  PDMS  substrate[137].  The  result-
ing  optical  film  showed  an  active-surface  wrinkle-induced
optical  switching  performance.  However,  the  direction  of
deformation  was  limited  to  only  the  2D  surface,  and  the
tunable  range  of  transmittance  (ΔT = Tinitial – Tdeformed or Tde-
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Gecko-inspired architecture for biosensor applications. (a) A schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure for con-
ductive dry adhesive patches. (b) A digital image of replicated conductive dry adhesive and its cross-sectional SEM image. (c) ECG measurement
with conductive dry adhesive skin patches under various operation conditions. (Reprinted from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical So-
ciety.)
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formed – Tinitial)  was  generally  not  enough  to  reach  a  high  per-
formance  of  over  70%.  As  an  alternative,  an  optically  dense
mechano-responsive structure which consists of randomly dis-
persed silica  nanoparticles  and a  PDMS matrix  has  been sug-
gested,  as  shown  in Fig.  12[130, 134].  This  3D  nanocomposite
film  shows  an  improved  optical-modulation  range  of  near
70% under  a  tensile  strain of  80%.  Considering the high-con-
trast  optical  modulation  achieved  with  the  small  input,  this
simple working principle of  a smart window may be a key al-
ternative  to  conventional  smart  windows  based  on  chemic-
ally  engineered  functions  such  as  those  of
electrochromic[141, 142],  thermochromic[143, 144],  and  photo-
chromic  materials[145].  Despite  their  outstanding  perform-
ance, a fundamental study to maximize the performance is crit-
ically  limited because of  the random structure  which possess
unadjustable  scattering  boundaries  within  the  random  mor-
phology.  To  overcome this  technical  obstacle,  it  is  suggested
to develop a novel  material  system with high uniformity.  The
PnP  technique  can  be  one  promising  candidate  fabrication
method, which takes advantage of the superb technical repro-
ducibility.  As discussed in subsection 2.3.2,  the highly period-
ic  3D  nanostructured  PDMS  can  be  decorated  with  alumina
(nalumina = 1.7)  with a thickness of 60 nm, which offers a large
refractive  index  when  neighboring  air  (nair =  1)  (Fig.  12(j)).
After  infiltrating  the  pores  of  the  nanocomposite  with  PDMS
prepolymer,  the  different  mechanical  behaviors  between  the
rigid  ceramic  and elastomer  lead to  the  generation of  count-
less air gaps at the interface of the 3D bicontinuous nanocom-
posite upon stretching. The strain-induced air gaps with effect-
ive  light  scattering  interfaces  can  result  in  a  dramatic  de-
crease  of  the  overall  optical  transmittance,  and  the  material

can  also  be  completely  recovered  into  the  intrinsic  state
upon releasing the applied strain. The structural uniformity of
the  3D  nanocomposite  will  allow  the  theoretical  design  of
the  scattering  site  by  calculating  the  scattering  efficiency  of
the air gap through optical and mechanical simulations.

4.  Summary and outlook

The  silicone-based  elastomer  PDMS,  which  enables  the
construction of a stretchable platform for soft electronic app-
lications,  has  received  explosive  research  attention  due  to  its
ease of handling, processability, stretchability, flexibility, cost-
effectiveness,  and  high  degrees  of  freedom  to  incorporate
electrically  functional  additives.  Thus,  the  introduction  of
finely  controlled  micro-/nanoarchitectures  into  bulk  PDMS  is
a  promising approach for  improving its  mechanical  and elec-
trical  properties  by  utilizing  the  synergetic  effects  among  1)
its  intrinsic  bulk  material  properties,  2)  the  significant  in-
crease  in  its  surface  area  due  to  the  introduction  of  a  struc-
ture,  and  3)  its  capability  to  create  novel  material  systems,
which provide optimally designed structural  features and the
facile  incorporation  of  functional  materials  in/on  the  PDMS
scaffold. Recently, to meet practical needs—especially, integra-
tion  with  conventional  MEMS/NEMS  technologies—lithog-
raphic  fabrication  methods  to  produce  stretchable  platforms
have become one of the promising research topics and direc-
tions  for  many  researchers.  In  turn,  reliable  structuring  of
PDMS  affords  characteristics  to  satisfy  practical  purposes
such as scalability,  reproducibility,  and high performance and
provides  great  potential  for  use  in  various  research  fields  in-
cluding  stretchable  displays,  sensors,  and  healthcare  system
platforms.  To achieve these,  it  is  imperative to develop a ver-
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Bio-inspired hierarchical architecture for biosensor applications. (a) A schematic illustration of conductive hierarchical ar-
chitectures inspired by amphibians and octopi. (b) A digital image of an rGO nanoplatelet-coated bio-inspired skin patch and a schematic illus-
tration of its fabrication procedures. (c) ECG measurement with a conductive bio-inspired skin patch under various measuring conditions. (Re-
printed from Ref. [128]. Copyright 2019 Wiley.)
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satile  and  highly  scalable  fabrication  method  of  the  struc-
tured PDMS in parallel. The studies into structuring the PDMS
via  the  lithographic  fabrication  techniques  has  been  drastic-
ally  growing.  For  further  practical  production  of  the  struc-
tured  PDMS,  in  particular  for  industrial  applications,  one  of
the promising research directions includes pursuit of develop-
ing  the  cost-effective,  eco-friendly,  and  reliable  technologies.
In this point of view, the lithographic fabrication methods of-
fer  a  general  pathway  to  create  the  vital  building  blocks,  not
just PDMS, for a broad scope of materials and potential applica-
tions. We envision that this review will  offer a focused under-
standing  of  the  lithographic  fabrication  techniques  used  for
the further adjustment and optimization of the physical struc-
tures of PDMS and their compelling features, as well as to ad-
dress technical challenges. In addition, it can also motivate re-

searchers  to  design  research  directions  with  knowledge  of
the  structure-function  correlation  for  the  realization  of  next-
generation stretchable electronics.
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Optical modulation from various PDMS composite structures. (a) Schematics of fabrication procedures. (b) Cross-sectional
SEM image of the prepared composite. (c) SEM image of a stretched composite film with silica nanoparticles with a diameter of 258 nm at ~ 80%
strain. Arrows indicate PDMS ligaments. d) Confocal optical image of (i) an unstretched and (ii) a stretched silica nanoparticle (diameter of
5 μm)/PDMS film. The circles indicate silica nanoparticles. Black regions indicate voids. (e) Transmittance versus applied strain at wavelengths of
500 and 700 nm, respectively. (Reprinted from Ref. [130]. Copyright 2019 Wiley.) (f) Schematic illustration of the procedure to prepare wrinkled-
silica composite films. (g) SEM images of the top and bottom surfaces of the wrinkled-silica composite film with embedded 500 nm silica nano-
particles. (h) AFM height profiles of the wrinkled surface and NPs-embedded surface of the composite film in the released state. (i) Normal trans-
mittance of a wrinkled-silica nanoparticle composite film (pre-strain: 10%) at a wavelength of 550 nm as a function of the strain (0–40%). (Reprin-
ted from Ref. [134]. Copyright 2019 Wiley.) (j) Schematic illustrations and SEM images representing the fabrication steps of the 3D nanocompos-
ite which provides optical modulation by the stretching and releasing.
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